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The Extension Scholar will be exposed to the many disciplines of local crop production, such as irrigation, weeds, insects, diseases, and agronomic practices.  The primary focus of programming activities will be in corn and soybean, but there will be opportunities for the student to experience other crops
grown in Delaware.  The focus of the internship will be based on Extension and Outreach programming to the Agricultural Community, however, the scholar will also have an opportunity to experience applied agricultural research that could impact local production practices.
The Extension Scholar will work in Georgetown (Sussex Extension Office), Dover (Kent Extension Office), and Harbeson (Irrigation Research Farm) with Cory Whaley (Sussex County Ag Extension Agent), Phillip Sylvester (Kent County Ag Extension Agent), and James Adkins (Irrigation Engineer).  The
scholar will be working with the County Extension Agents to troubleshoot in-season crop production problems and with the Agents and the Irrigation Engineer on a soil moisture monitoring project in producer’s fields and on various irrigation research projects.
Brief descriptions of programming activities where an Extension Scholar could play a key role are bulleted below.
Extension and Outreach
Utilizing Soil Moisture Monitoring Equipment to Improve Irrigation Management (NE SARE Funded)
•An Extension project that will be conducted with 20 crop producers in their corn and soybean fields.  The objectives of this project are to increase crop producer’s knowledge of irrigation management, educate growers on using soil moisture sensors to schedule irrigations, improve water use efficiency,
increase yields, and increase profitability.
•Data generated by the soil moisture sensors will be wirelessly transmitted to a data logger and then sent by a cellular network to a server.  The crop producers will have access to real-time moisture data through the internet.  This data can be used to determine when and how much to irrigate.
•The student will be involved in installing soil moisture sensors, operating the soil moisture sensor equipment, and working with crop producers to interpret the data.
Troubleshooting In-Season Crop Production Problems
•Work with the County Extension Agents to troubleshoot in-season field problems.
•Spend time researching production problems to develop an environmentally and economically sound solution.
•Consult with local specialists in a variety of disciplines such as agronomic crops, vegetables, irrigation, weeds, insects, and diseases to solve in-season field problems.
•The student will gain knowledge of utilizing a network from within and outside of our organization to answer local questions and to troubleshoot crop production problems.
Summer Field Days
•The student will be involved in the preparation and implementation of educational field days for the agricultural community.
Applied Research
Projects include:
•Evaluating the Response of Full Season and Double Cropped Soybeans in Narrow and Wide Rows to Various Soil Moisture Levels (Delaware Soybean Board Funded)
•Determining the Ideal Irrigation Strategy for High Intensity Corn Production (Maryland Grain Producers Funded)
•Managing Sub-Surface Drip Irrigation for Maximum Profitability in Corn (Maryland Grain Producers Funded)
The student will gain experience in applied agricultural research that could impact local corn and soybean production practices.
The student will be involved in laying out research plots, installing soil moisture sensors, collecting data, and interpreting soil moisture sensor readings.


